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ACROSS

1. Ore stratum
2. Nyctophobes of sci-fi
3. Helter-skelter
4. Seizes an opportunity
5. Four-armed Hindu deity
6. More in need of a massage
7. Going places in the UK?
8. It branches out in Middle-earth
9. Certain navigational hazard
10. Fictional resident of the Plaza's "tippy-top floor"
11. Children such as 10 Down
12. Actor born in Philadelphia and seen in "Chicago"
13. Cpl's. and sgts.
14. Dakota du Sud et d'autres
15. Shortcut graphic
16. Ancient carvers of giant stone heads
17. Basketball feat by a pioneer in microscopy?
18. Camera capturing an adrenaline junkie, often
19. "Let me show you how it's done"
20. Avian hieroglyphs
21. Able to stand trial, say
22. Aces have low ones, briefly
23. Winter top for a speed expert?
24. Met expectations?
25. Stinky
26. Is sick with
27. Slim but surprisingly strong
28. "___ Mio" (tenor standard)
29. Best Actress Oscar nominee who made her "Star Wars" debut in 2017
30. Fraction of a min.
31. Keen on
32. Correo ___ (foreign mail stamp)
33. Inferior pipes belonging to famous fossil finders?
34. Oft-cloned operating system
35. Old Testament twin
36. Juggler's collection, sometimes
37. Where Achilles was dipped for invincibility
38. Cleaned up, as software
39. "Told ya!"
40. At full speed
41. Stylistically distinctive film director
42. Survey rudely
43. Producer of change in San Fran
44. Elizabeth Marvel's role in "Homeland": Abbr.
45. Period of self-sacrifice
46. Kendrick or Wintour
47. Russian council
48. Prefix with -genarian or syllabic
49. "Fudge!"
50. Mmes. of Madrid
51. Roadside rescue

1. He quipped "Washington couldn't tell a lie, Nixon couldn't tell the truth, and Reagan can't tell the difference"
2. Nyctophobes of sci-fi
3. Helter-skelter
4. Seizes an opportunity
5. Four-armed Hindu deity
6. More in need of a massage
7. Going places in the UK?
8. It branches out in Middle-earth
9. Certain navigational hazard
10. Fictional resident of the Plaza's "tippy-top floor"
11. Children such as 10 Down
12. Actor born in Philadelphia and seen in "Chicago"
13. Cpl's. and sgts.
14. Dakota du Sud et d'autres
15. Adler who bests Sherlock Holmes
16. Carrier idle on the Sabbath
17. Hippo features
18. Moon of Uranus that comes first in an alphabetical list
19. She turned Odysseus's crew to swine
20. Group of baboons
21. 1920 novel by Colette
22. Carpenter who drummed
23. French in Britain?
24. "When ___ detected, a thousand are suspected"; Thomas Paine
25. Where Achilles was dipped for invincibility
26. Cleaned up, as software
27. "Told ya!"
28. At full speed
29. Stylistically distinctive film director
30. Survey rudely
31. Producer of change in San Fran
32. Elizabeth Marvel's role in "Homeland": Abbr.
33. Period of self-sacrifice
34. Kendrick or Wintour
35. Russian council
36. Prefix with -genarian or syllabic
37. "Fudge!"
38. Mmes. of Madrid
39. Roadside rescue